MAKE FROM PURCHASED P/N IC-51-1244-410 YAMAICHI SOCKET, MODIFY AS PER DRAWING
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NOTE: DRAWING IS ONLY AN APPROXIMATION TO REAL PART

REVIEW: N/A
DATE: 10/14/98
DESIGN: STAHLBRECHER
DRAWN: STAHLBRECHER
APPROVED: J. RAYNER

TOlERANCES
X.X +/- .015
X.XX +/- .005
X.XXX +/- .002
ANGLE +/- 30 min
FRACTION +/- 1/32

INSTITUTE FOR ASTRONOMY
2680 WOODLAWN DR. HONOLULU, HI 96822
INSTRUMENT: SPEX - CROSS DISPERSED SPECTROGRAPH
PART NAME: YAMAICHI SOCKET MOD
TELESCOPE: IRTF
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